I was glad to have Chris as my math TA, because the professor was one of the worst instructors I have ever had in my years as a student. Chris explained it all in plain English, and made the hardest concepts a breeze. A wonderful TA.

Mr. Walker was very helpful during discussion and office hours. He made sure that we not only understood the material we were learning, but he even discussed the origin of it. During discussion, he clearly presents information and makes sure to go through all the steps of a problem so that those who do not understand don't fall behind. Overall, I have no negative comments for this TA because he was really good at teaching Math 9C material.

I'm glad that I had Chris as a math TA this quarter. He has helped me to better understand the material, and create context for the concepts taught in class. I think that was the most important part of the class. For improvement, more scheduled office hours would be helpful (hours - plural), but other than that very good job.

He was cool.

He's pretty descent. I like that he knows his stuff and is willing to help any troubled student. However, in discussion I think he should further explain the tiny steps he skips over thinking that the class already knew what he did. Most of my questions come from him doing the problem too quickly.